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The “Kominka Movement” of Taiwan from1937 to 1945, is a movement of 
politics, society and ideas by which Japanese colonists want to change Taiwan people 
into "Qualified Japanese". It’s the continued and strengthened form of "Douka 
Movement" of the prophase of Japanese Occupation. The "Kominka Movement" 
affected Taiwan people a lot. A small number of "Taiwan Independence Force" remark 
Pro-Japanese comments repeatedly .Some people think that there seems to be a 
"Japanese Boom" throughout Taiwan now. So a misunderstanding was formed: the 
Japanese colonial domination, especially the "Kominka Movement" really has 
assimilated the Taiwan people. 
Through analysis of the original documents, oral historical data and related 
literatures on the "Kominka Movement" research by using historical and documental 
analysis methods, we discovered that the "Kominka Movement" really brought 
Taiwan people some psychological scars. It disturbed some people’s sense of identity, 
created a handful of so-called "Komin" who are "pro-Japanese". However, the vast 
majority of the Taiwan people resisted the "Douka" of Japanese colonists. Although 
there are many "pro-Japanese" characters of today's "Taiwan Independence Forces", 
they are different from the "Kominka Taiwan Independence Forces". The so-called 
"Japan Boom" is not an outcome of "Kominka Movement" but a manifestation of 
pursuing POP culture. Nationality of the Taiwan people has not been changed. Taiwan 
people haven’t been "Japanized". 
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